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Summary
This report comprises the Trustees’ Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 31
December, 2014. The report serves as a summarised review of activities generated by Crossroads
Global Village U.K Limited (CGV UK) for the same period.
The principle vision of CGV UK continues to be a charity which links people in need with those who
need help, being, as the name implies, a crossroads that brings them together through three
services: Global Hand, Global Handicrafts and Global X-perience.
In 2014, CGV UK was based in Tunbridge Wells, Kent. It has global reach but its strongest links are
with businesses, charities and NGOs based in the UK. It is entirely governed, managed and staffed by
volunteers who receive no financial remuneration from the charity.
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Global Hand
Global Hand, within CGV UK, is a service which helps
link UK companies and UK based charities. Often,
particularly with the advent of Corporate Social
Responsibility, companies or others wish to make
donations of goods or services. They have trouble,
however, finding charities who need them. Global Hand
seeks to help them. It comprises both an online and
offline service. Some UK donors place their offers on
the Global Hand website where charities may respond.
Alternatively, they simply email or phone the Global
Hand team, in the UK, which then helps them find
charities through its networks. (www.globalhand.org).
About half of Global Hand’s online offers, in 2014, were
made by companies in the UK and helped empower UK
based charities.
Following are examples which indicate the range of
partnerships established.

Staff in the Nicaragua hospital receive the dental
equipment to its new home.

It's not just the hospital's neighbours who are
benefitting from the dental facility. Each year, a group
of travelling dentists sets out from the hospital base to
visit remote village communities in the hospital’s
catchment area, some taking two days' journey by local
river transport. In 10 days, the dentists extracted 1,029
rotten teeth and saw over 600 patients.

“The only dental surgery offering free care in a
region of 165,000 people.”

All of this because a UK medical facility chose not to
trash its superseded equipment. Global Hand is so
grateful to be able to work with donors such as these,
finding the most valuable use for resources they no
longer need.

UK dentists empower Nicaraguan peers
A trip to the dentist isn't everyone's idea of a good time.
But for many who are too poor or too remote to access
dental care, there are serious consequences for health
and quality of life. One community in Nicaragua now
has a new reason to smile, after a UK dental clinic
offered high quality equipment through Global Hand.
When the Margaret Collins Orthodontic Practice made
the generous offer of equipment, including a dental
chair, x-ray machine and steriliser, valued at 6,000GBP,
they hoped it could bring health and wellbeing to
people in need somewhere else in the world.

Teaching sexual health in poor communities
It can be difficult for teachers to find the most effective
approach to educate teenagers about sexual health. In
poor communities, though, the subject is vital to stop
the spread of HIV and other health challenges. It was a
valuable gift, then, when UK educational company CWP
Resources made an offer on Global Hand of ‘Teaching
Sex and Relationships Education with confidence in
Secondary Schools’ CD-Roms. Some of the CDs were
gratefully received by VolNepal in Nepal, and NGO
Commonwealth People Association of Uganda, to help
young people at risk.

A hospital in Nicaragua - the second poorest nation in
Central America - was the excited recipient. They now
offer the only dental surgery offering free care in the
area, a region of 165,000 people.
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Wheelchairs for Kenyan children with
special needs
Kenyan-born, British paralympian, Anne Wafula Strike,
came to Global Hand with a request.
She had collected and arranged for the shipping of 27
wheelchairs to Kenya for children with special needs.
She wanted to accompany the donations so she could
meet the children receiving them and document the
trip for donors back in the UK, maximising
accountability.

people, trying to navigate this landscape of often
seething stress, struggle to find a healthy balance in
lifestyle. Sport can make a big difference in helping a
new generation find values that help stabilise young
lives, particularly across ethnic divides.
Hope and Aid Direct, a UK charity which sends convoys
of aid to Kosovo twice a year, was therefore pleased to
accept an offer placed on Global Hand of football kits.
These were donated by Tytherington Rocks Football
Club of South Gloucestershire.

“Sport: a ‘trans-conflict’ tool”

British-Kenyan
Paralympian
Anne Wafula
Strike partnered
with CGV UK to
help Kenyans
with disabilities.

Sports has been called a ‘trans-conflict’ tool as it can
help create new values of respect, equality and unity in
communities that have been torn apart by violence.
Global Hand is glad to support any effort that helps rebuild broken societies.

© Thomas
Williams, CGVUK

Comfort for typhoon victims

The cost, though, was beyond her so Global Hand
contacted AirLink, a non-profit organisation that
connects the aviation industry with humanitarian
initiatives. AirLink found a partner who offered the
flights pro bono. As a result, Anne was able to return to
Kenya, do due diligence and see the critical difference
this generous donation made in the lives of children
who desperately needed mobility.

Kosovo: Unfinished peace?
Some describe the situation in Kosovo as an ‘unfinished
peace’. Decades of seething tension that finally erupted
into years of war have scarred the nation. Young
The legacy of the
Kosovo war
continues to take its
toll on the nation's
children. 45% of the
population still live
below the poverty
line. Crossroads, in
the UK, repeatedly
helped resource
NGOs working with
them.

As soon as Typhoon Haiyan/Yolanda struck the
Philippines, Crossroads’ Global Hand service began to
run hot. We have been responding ever since.
The help continues. A community in Portsmouth knitted
up a storm when 400 contributors made blankets for
people in need. Through Global Hand they went to
these typhoon victims who told us blankets like these
were gifts they treasured the most: hand-made by

© Thomas
Williams, CGVUK
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Blankets, knitted by Portsmouth volunteers, being
distributed to typhoon survivors in the Philippines.

concerned people on the other side of the world, and
given when they had lost everything in their lives.

From London to Haiti
A London communications company turned to Global
Hand when, after clearing out two offices, they didn’t
want their furniture trashed. “It’s very expensive office
furniture in almost new condition,” wrote Gateway
Global Communications, when offering the goods on
our site. Haiti Hospital Appeal (HHA)
responded to the offer, saying the goods would be very
valuable to one of the hospitals in their network: one
which offers maternity, paediatric and disability care to
the poor in Haiti’s north.

London donor Gateway Communications gave a
large volume of high quality furniture which helped
equip the Haiti Hospital Appeal work.

The HHA was birthed by the massive earthquake which
shook the nation in January 2009. Ever since, it has
been building facilities that offer medical and other
care. Over the years, Crossroads has helped supply a
range of medical equipment, high nutritional food
supplements and more. This time, the gift suited their
need for administration offices. Hats off to Gateway for
their far-sightedness in choosing not to waste such
furnishings.

Enterprises. The business offered waterproof jackets on
Global Hand, and Smile International was delighted to
accept them for their work in Uganda. “Having
waterproof jackets would protect them from the heavy
rains,” they explained. ‘Matches’ like these form part of
a bigger picture: a mosaic of aid that helps empower
struggling communities.

Serving the poorest in Ethiopia
Two offers on Global Hand helped NGO, International
Development Partnerships, with its work among
Ethiopia’s poor.
London clothes company G-Shirts had 250-300 new tshirts they couldn’t use, but which they longed to see
help others. “I would like to offer them …to
organisations who are in a position to distribute them
to those in need, especially children, around the world,”
wrote a staff member. IDP responded to the offer. “We
are currently establishing a Schools Resource Centre in
the town of Debark and the t-shirts would be useful to
distribute among some of the country’s poorest
children,” they said.
300 new and
almost new
lab coats were
given to
health clinics
in Ethiopia by
London donor
Viapath,
through CGV
UK’s Global
Hand service.

Waterproof jackets help outdoor workers in
Uganda
“We run various empowering programmes for men and
women in Uganda who work out in the fields,” said
Smile International, when they raised their hand to
accept a donation from UK clothing company I.S.
Uganda's rural
areas are the
hardest hit by
poverty, with a
rate of 27%. In
2014, goods
donated by UK
companies were
given to people in
rural Uganda,
through
partnerships with
CGV UK.

IDP responded again when Viapath, based in London,
made an offer on Global Hand of 300 lab coats. IDP
accepted them gratefully for their health service in rural
Ethiopia. The coats are now in situ in northern Ethiopia,
for use by hospitals.
Cost-savers like these help grassroots charities make
the most of their limited financial resources.

Well placed product can help grassroots charities
make the most of limited financial resource.
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Year round, the Global Handicrafts shop, set in the CGV
UK office, showcases fair trade handicrafts that are sold
year round. Customers love knowing that by paying
producers a fair price, they were helping these artisans
support their families and sustain cultural traditions
that might otherwise die out.

Candle sales benefitting the ‘untouchables’

Global Handicrafts
As well as giving aid to people in poverty, CGV UK
provides a means for income through its Global
Handicrafts service. Global Handicrafts sells goods,
made by people in need around the world, on a fair
trade basis.

The Dalit people have for 3,000 years been seen as the
lowest of the low in the traditional Hindu caste system.
Often referred to as 'untouchables', the 250 million
strong Dalit community in India face massive
discrimination from the rest of society, leading to deep
poverty and making it extremely difficult to access
equal healthcare, education and employment.

Across the planet, people in struggling economies may
work hard to produce goods for which they receive little
or no profit. Middlemen often buy at unfair prices that
leave producers plagued with poor working conditions,
health problems, lack of education and damage to the
environment.
In 2014 fair trade sales continued to be made at craft
and Christmas fairs.

Dalit Candles are made by artisans in India from the
Dalit community in a Mumbai slum. Selling them in
our Global Handicrafts shop helped support some of
India's most marginalised poor.

Dalit candles are made by members of the Dalit
community in the Dharavi slum of Mumbai. Handmade
in fired clay, the candles generate income that goes
towards projects to build schools and orphanages for
India's poorest and most oppressed people.
By selling these in the UK, and alerting people to their
situation, we are pleased to be part of the support
network for this group as it battles extreme need.

CGV UK's Global Handicrafts shop sold handmade
items on a fair trade basis from producers in
situations of need around the world.
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Bombs to jewellery
Young Heang (pictured right,) just three or four months
of age, did not enjoy the fun of babyhood that is the
‘norm for many little ones, the world over. He lived in a
refugee camp, together with his parents, in order to
escape war-torn Cambodia, in the years captured,
movingly, in ‘The Killing Fields’.
That was in 1980. Today, in one of life’s extraordinary
ironies, Heang works with bombshells from the war,
turning them into ‘peace jewellery’. There is no
shortage of this raw material in Cambodia, with its
tragic legacy of shells littering the landscape and, where
unexploded, still claiming lives.
Heang works as a metalsmith for Rajana Crafts, a Fair
Trade group that teaches its people valuable skills and
then employs them, ensuring a fair return on their
work. He cuts, solders and polishes the once deadly

His products include small bells, on key chains, in this
case unvarnished in order to ‘tell the story’ of
Cambodia’s tragic war years. See story below.
We are glad to support such products by selling them in
the UK and helping give shoppers a shopping choice
which benefits people on a Fair Trade basis.

Wedding Experience Showcase
Hearing wedding bells? Our Fair Trade wedding favours
feature bells of a different kind. These are made from
the casings of bullets which, tragically, are in great
supply in Cambodia. These unique wedding favours
created huge interest when CGV held a stand at the
Wedding Experience showcase in Kent. The bell
keychains from Cambodian gunshells, together with tiny
candles, were featured to encourage couples to
consider fair trade "favours that give twice" as gifts for
their wedding guests. Wedding invitation cards were
also showcased with cards from Tamar, in Thailand, (see
story) and from Kipepeo, a team of women producing
these from Kibera slums in Nairobi.
Bell keychains made from Cambodian
bombshells encourage UK couples to give
wedding guests "favours that give twice".

metal into necklaces and keychains. As well as
producing a powerful message, Heang’s jewellery also
gives him a ‘fair’ income, consistent with Rajana’s Fair
Trade ethos, as he receives a salary he has never known
before. Heang’s father drove a taxi and his mother sold
vegetables to support
their family. Now, Heang
Peace jewellery from
has enough to meet the
'killing fields'
needs of his own wife
and children, and to
finance his BA studies.

At the Wedding Experience Showcase in Kent, CGV
representatives held a stall encouraging prospective
newlyweds to consider fair trade wedding favours
from Global Handicrafts.

“Favours that give twice”
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The highly immersive Refugee Run is a simulation that
throws participants into the complex challenges
experienced by refugees. Participants face 'minefields’,
life in a refugee camp, hunger, illness, lack of education,
corruption and uncertain shelter or safety. They face
corruption and disempowerment as they seek to find a
way into the future.

Global X-perience
In Crossroads’ Global X-perience programmes,
participants don’t simply hear about different need
types by listening to a speaker or watching a video.
Through simulated environments, they actually ‘step
into the shoes’, briefly, of people who face challenges.
For a few hours they meet, for themselves, some of the
challenges facing refugees, slum dwellers, disaster
victims, HIV-vulnerable people, disaster victims and
more. These educational simulations have three main
aims: empathy, education and engagement.
Companies find these x-periences excellent in helping
build their Corporate Responsibility programmes.
Educational institutions find them invaluable learning
for staff and students alike. Both find them catalytic
towards greater action being taken in a world of need.
In the UK, we have found the poverty simulation
particularly powerful. The UK standard of living offers a
relatively comfortable lifestyle and many have found it
powerful to step into the proverbial ‘shoes’ of slumdwellers, meeting, first hand, something of the pressure
of poverty. After the simulation, participants are
encouraged to think about solutions to poverty and
how they can connect with other groups to share the
resources at their disposal, be they skills, product or
other.

At the World
Economic
Forum, soldiers
‘interrogate’
Robert Elliott,
Senior Partner,
UK law firm,
Linklaters.

The simulation at WEF gives CEOs, national leaders and
other powerful changemakers an experience that
thrusts refugee problems to the forefront, and provides
the space to think creatively about solutions. Some high
profile attendees included Robert Elliott, Senior Partner
at the UK law firm, Linklaters, one of the event’s
premium sponsors. He said of the experience, "After the
shock and feeling the
"Very powerful" Robert
dehumanising effect, to hear
Ellliot, Linklaters
the stories and actual
experience was a testament
to hope...This is a very
powerful way of communicating what refugees are
going through daily... There has to be action!"
Another participant, Pier Luigi Sigismond, Chief Supply
chain Office for the UK’s Unilever, (pictured) said,
“Participate! Don't be indifferent about the problem.
Let's GO there.”

Refugee Run at the World Economic Forum
In January the CGV UK team joined forces with its
counterparts from Hong Kong to deliver the Refugee
Run experience at the World Economic Forum (WEF) in
Davos, Switzerland.

Photo above: Pier Luigi Sigismond, Chief Supply Chain
Officer for Unilever UK is interrogated by a 'guard' in
Crossroads' Refugee Run, at Davos, Switzerland
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Unilever
Later, Pier Luigi Sigismond asked Crossroads to bring
another simulation to its London offices for a meeting
of Unilever’s global supply chain heads. In May, 2014,
these executives, gathered from around the world,
became ‘slum dwellers’ as they took part in the Struggle
for Survival X-perience.
The Unilever staff willingly took on their new roles as
impoverished families in a slum village, desperately
trying to keep their families’ needs met by making and
selling paper bags, escaping loan sharks, dealing with
black marketeers, disease, the need for education and
sanitation problems. After the simulation, the
participants, in small groups, were tasked with coming
up with solutions that would help Unilever care better
for the communities they work in and source from.
“It had such an impact on me even within a 90 minute
session,” said one of the staff after the simulation. “It
generated loads of empathy, ideas and positive action,”
commented another.
We are in awe of Unilever’s CSR initiatives. Among
other commitments, they resolved to help half a million
small land owners in their supply chains, around the
world, to achieve better quality of life.

In London, staff from Unilever took part in
Crossroads’ Struggle for Survivor urban poverty
simulation.

"It made me feel enlightened, thoughtful," observed
one student after the event. Another participant called
it a "very eye-opening insight into life in the slums."
Sowing seeds of global responsibility into students is
one major aim of the Global X-perience programme.

London NGOs step into the shoes of the urban
poor
In June, Crossroads ran Struggle for Survival for the
charities Giving What We Can and International Health
partners in London. After the simulation, one
participant wrote, "[I'm] humbled by how much I take
for granted. Determined to do ALL I can to eradicate
poverty."

During the debrief, following the simulation,
Unilever supply chain staff in London discussed ways
they could support the battle against poverty.

Poverty simulation at Hampton School
It seemed like a recipe for mayhem: the last week of
school term, a hot day in July, with 200 14-year-old boys
crammed into their school hall. Yet, these students at
Hampton School came for a serious purpose. They were
taking part in a poverty simulation run by CGV UK, an
event held with the aim of raising the boys' awareness,
building empathy and, of course, seeing student
involvement with people trapped by the web of
poverty.

Staff from UK NGOs Giving What We Can and
International Health Partners explore poverty issues
with Crossroads' Struggle for Survival simulation.

"Humbled by how much I take for granted..."
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International Baccalaureate World Student
Conference
In July, CGV UK were invited to run the Struggle for
Survival simulation at the International Baccalaureate
World Student Conference in Bath (photos below).
Several student groups came together to participate in
the simulation throughout the conference experiencing,
for a moment, what it is like to live in poverty.

DEC: Simulating disaster response
Ben Solanky reports, “Our team helped organise a
special event in June 2014 run by the Disasters
Emergency Committee (DEC) to thank donors for their
involvement in the Typhoon Haiyan appeal. The event
was immersive in nature with a combination of actors
and aid workers providing guests a taste of the
circumstances faced in a disaster scenario. Participants
walked through the process of aid distribution, and
heard a typical ‘briefing’ as announcements were made
as to who needed to go where to receive aid. It finished
with powerful images of the events. Our role was to
help advise the DEC on the theming aspects of this
event.”
Celebrity, Myleene Klass, was in attendance. She had
earlier helped DEC launch the appeal for the Philippines
and, more recently, taken a trip to see those impacted.

Myleene Klaas, seen here with staff of CGV UK,
was the celebrity guest at a DEC event for donors
responding to Philippines Typhoon relief.
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Field visits
Dave Crisp visited various charities in Nicaragua where,
among other goals, he followed up on the dental
shipment facilitated by Global Hand.

Staff member, Dave Crisp, visited the dental
equipment facilitated through CGV UK, pictured
here in Nicaragua, where it offers free care to an
impoverished region of 165,000.

He also visited potential NGO partners, exploring ways
we could support their efforts through CGV UK.
Dave visited a project run by Plan International
Nicaragua. These members of the local community
were involved in crop diversity initiatives: a means of
creating greater financial security in the event of
particular crop failure or poor harvests.

He also visited NGOs in Nicaragua, since, as it is
Central America's second poorest nation, he was
exploring ways CGV UK could partner with local
charities.
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